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THE BUILDING 
ADAPTS TO CHANGE

A fl exible grid allows for different 
 co nfi gurations of each apartment. Within 
this grid, the apartment can adapt to the 
actual needs of the inhabitant: getting big-
ger or smaller, changing the purpose of a 
room, have an open or closed layout.

LOCAL 
FOOD 
SUPPLY

THE BUILDING IS A 
MATERIAL BANK

The structural components that form 
the building are separable from any 
other components without damage 
or other material’s residue. After the 
building’s use phase, when the building 
is dismantled, most of the construction 
elements and components can be re-
trieved and used for another construc-
tion.

USE WATER 
RESPONSIBLY

The building uses and reuses 
different types of water in the 
most effi cient way. The use of 
drinking water is limited to ali-
mentary and sanitary purposes. 
The used water will be treated 
on site in order to be reused for 
the right purposes. A household 
in Kiem uses 65 % less drinking 
water than a national average. 
100 % of the collected rain water 
is used on site.

GROUPED 
PARKING

Parking ratio is reduced to 0,5 car 
per housing unit. The individual use 
of cars is no longer prioritised, (shar-
ing concepts) the use of bicycles is 
promoted by properly sized  and 
comfortable bike parking on the 
ground fl oor.

EASY
ACCESSIBILITY 
AND ACTIVE 
STREET LEVEL

The project connects the social life 
inside and outside the buildings, 
creating a feeling of neighbourhood. 
The connections between the bou-
levard and the park make it easy and 
enjoyable to go around. The street 
level is a buffer zone where urban 
life can thrive. It is a comfortable, 
secure place for people to stay and 
interact with their environment. Al-
ternatives to the individual car us-
age are available for residents and 
visitors.

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

Long leasehold 40% below market 
price.

HEALTHY AIR

The chosen construction mate-
rials are classifi ed ass ‘healthy’ 
materials that do not produce 
any toxic emission for people 
to breath in. The air cycling 
through the building is purifi ed 
by plants in, on and around the 
building.

PROMOTE LOCAL 
BIO DIVERSITY

Create niches for birds and in-
sects. 80 % of the plants are in-
digenous.

DIVERSE 
SHARED SPACES

Different spaces are shared be-
tween a small group of apartments, 
the building block or even the dis-
trict. This allows for meeting the 
neighbours, building up and expand-
ing one's home beyond the limits of 
one’s apartment.

LOCAL
CONCIERGE

A local concierge provides and fa-
cilitates services for the community 
(e.g. managing and taking care of the 
shared spaces).

DIVERSE 
SHARED
SPACES

THE BUILDING 
PRODUCES 
ENERGY

Not only does the building produce 
energy but the energy comes from 
renewable sources. The building 
is conceived in a way to reduce its 
energy needs and to maximise the 
energy production on site. The build-
ing covers its annual heating needs 
by 100% with energy production on 
site and up to 77% of its electricity 
needs.
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